Chancellor’s Award -
Kasmir Ramo
Jun Kinases in Hematopoiesis and
Vascular Development and Function
Roger Davis, PhD, Mentor (announcement)

Jeremy Luban - UMMS study suggests Ebola virus mutation caused recent outbreak (Video); Ebola Evolved Into Deadlier Enemy During the African Epidemic - The New York Times (Article)

Victor Ambros - Awarded 2016 March of Dimes prize for co-discovery of MicroRNAs (announcement)

Katherine Luzuriaga - Elimination of pediatric HIV

Silvia Corvera - UMMS researchers illuminate origins, benefits of ‘beige fat’

Joel Richter named to newly endowed chair - (Article)

Michael Green elected to National Academy of Medicine - (Article)

UMMS scientists identify genes that shut down HIV-1; research published in Nature - (Article)

Discoveries in Luban, Gottlinger labs point to new strategies for disabling viruses - (Article)

Zhao Zhang receives the 2015 Larry Sandler Memorial Award - (Article)

Jeremy Luban and Manuel Garber receive $6.1 Million over 3 years to establish one of five Genomics of Gene Regulation Programs - (article)

Victor Ambros awarded 2015 $3M Breakthrough Prize for co-discovery of microRNAs - (Article)

Joel Richter receives $9.3 million over 5 years to establish one of three national Centers for Collaborative Research in Fragile X - (NIH Article)

Victor Ambros named co-recipient of 2014 Gruber Genetics Prize - (Article)

Heinrich Gottlinger, M.D. recipient of 2014 Avant-Garde Award - (Article)

Michael Green elected to National Academy of Sciences - (Article)

Jeremy Luban elected fellow of the American Academy of Microbiology - (Article)
Victor Ambros named recipient of Israel's 2014 Wolf Prize. - (Article)

Thomas Fazzio named one of the nation's top scientists - (Article)

Foreign Policy names Luzuriaga a ‘Leading Global Thinker of 2013’ for HIV research - (Article)

Dekker, Sullivan named fellows of prestigious scientific society American Association for the Advancement of Science fellows announced - (Article)

Roger Davis wins 2013 Steven C. Beering Award - (Article)

Victor Ambros wins Keio Medical Science Prize - (Article)

Katherine Luzuriaga named one of TIME magazine's TIME 100 - (Article)

Eduardo Torres Named 2013 Searle Scholar - (Article)

Researchers describe first 'functional HIV cure' in an infant (Article)

Bitter taste receptors in airway cells could help treat asthma attacks - (Article)

Roger Davis elected a Fellow of AAAS - (Article)